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NEW QUESTION: 1
How many Ethernet Routing Switch (ERS) 4500 switches can be connected in a single stack?
A. 8
c.9
B. 0
C. 1
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following is NOT a Generally Accepted System Security Principle (GASSP)?
A. Systems owners have security responsibilities outside their organization.
B. Computer security should be cost-effective
C. The conception of computer viruses and worms is unethical.
D. Computer security supports the mission of the organization
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
The Generally Accepted System Security Principles (GASSP) are security- oriented principles
and do not specifically cover viruses or worms. However, it is not a best practice to create and
distribute worms :-) GAISP is based on a solid consensus-building process that is central to the
success of this approach.
Principles at all levels are developed by information security practitioners who fully understand
the underlying issues of the documented practices and their application in the real world.
Then, these principles will be reviewed and vetted by skilled information security experts and
authorities who will ensure that each principle is:
Accurate, complete, and consistent

Compliant with its stated objective
Technically reasonable
Well-presented, grammatically and editorially correct
Conforms to applicable standards and guideline
The principles are:
1. Computer security supports the mission of the organization
2. Computer security is an integral element of sound management
3. Computer security should be cost-effective
4. Systems owners have security responsibilities outside their own organization
5. Computer security responsibilities and accountability should be made explicit
6. Computer security requires a comprehensive and integrated approach
7. Computer security should be periodically reassessed
8. Computer security is constrained by societal factors
NOTE: The GAISP are no longer supported or active. NIST is now producing standards for the US
government. However, there are still remnant of GAISP on the exam and as you can see the list
is most certainly applicable today on the ethics side. The GAISP is also known as NIST SP
800-14.
References:
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/nistpubs/800-14/800-14.pdf
KRUTZ, Ronald L. & VINES, Russel D., The CISSP Prep Guide: Mastering the Ten Domains of
Computer Security, John Wiley & Sons, 2001, Chapter 9: Law, Investigation, and Ethics (page
302).
http://all.net/books/standards/GAISP-v30.pdf

NEW QUESTION: 3
DRAG DROP
A SharePoint 2010 environment contains the site collections described in the following table.
You plan to migrate the environment to SharePoint 2013. You create a SharePoint 2013 site at
the URL
http://testIntranet.contoso.com. You restore the database backups from the 2010 environment
to the 2013
environment.
You test the migration plan by migrating the Intranet.Content database to the new site.
You need to verify that the test migration succeeds.
Which Windows PowerShell cmdlets should you run? (To answer, drag the appropriate cmdlets
to the correct location
or locations in the answer area. Each cmdlet may be used once, more than once, or not at all.
You may need to drag
the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.)
Answer:
Explanation:
Note:
* Test -SPContentDatabase
Use the Test-SPContentDatabase cmdlet to test a content database against a Web application

to verify all
customizations referenced within the content database are also installed in the web
application.
* The Mount-SPContentDatabase cmdlet attaches an existing content database to the farm. If
the database being
mounted requires an upgrade, this cmdlet will cause the database to be upgraded.
Example:
ExAMPLE
Mount-SPContentDatabase "MyDatabase" -DatabaseServer "MyServer" -WebApplication
http://sitename
This example mounts an existing database to the sitename web application. If upgrades are
required, it triggers
database schema upgrade and then performs only build-to-build upgrade actions on existing
site collections if
required.
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